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The electronic band structures of BeSiN2 and BeGeN2 compounds are calculated using the quasi-
particle self-consistent GW method. The lattice parameters are calculated for the wurtzite based
crystal structure commonly found in other II-IV-N2 compounds with the Pbn21 space group. They
are determined both in the local density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA), which provide lower and upper limits. At the GGA lattice constants, which gives
lattice constants closer to the experimental ones, BeSiN2 is found to have an indirect band gap of
6.88 eV and its direct gap at Γ is 7.77 eV, while in BeGeN2 the gap is direct at Γ and equals 5.03
eV. To explain the indirect gap in BeSiN2 comparisons are made with the parent III-N compound
w-BN band structure. The effective mass parameters are also evaluated and found to decrease from
BeSiN2 to BeGeN2.
I. INTRODUCTION
BeSiN2 and BeGeN2 form part of a larger family of II-
IV-N2 nitrides, which can be viewed as derived from the
III-N family by replacing two of the group-III atoms in
each tetrahedron surrounding the N by a group-II atom
and two by a group-IV atom. By expanding the family
of group-III nitrides including these heterovalent ternar-
ies, significant new opportunities for band structure en-
gineering and materials property design are opened. The
occurrence of two different valence cations in these struc-
tures presents new challenges in terms of stoichiometry
control, understanding the possible disorder effects, and
more complex defect physics but also offers new pos-
sibilities in combination with existing nitrides exploit-
ing band-offsets between lattice matched pairs of com-
pounds. For an overview of this materials family and
related recent work, see Refs. 1–3.
The special interest in Be as group II element arises
from it being a second row element in the periodic ta-
ble. This makes the related compounds closely related
to BN, the III-N parent compound. BN itself is an in-
teresting material usually found in a layered form simi-
lar to graphite, and knows as hexagonal or h-BN. How-
ever, at high pressures a tetrahedrally bonded form ex-
ists, which is usually found in the cubic zincblende poly-
type. Nonetheless there also exists a hexagonal tetra-
hedrally bonded form with the wurtzite structure. Both
these forms are considered extremely hard materials com-
parable to diamond in their properties. The atmospheric
pressure form however is graphite like and involves trig-
onal bonding because of pi-bonding between the second
row elements B and N. By replacing B with Be and Si
or Be and Ge we may preserve some of the unique prop-
erties of BN and at the same time favor the tetrahedral
bonding resulting in extremely hard and wide band gap
materials.
BeSiN2 and BeGeN2 are expected to have among the
highest band gaps in this family of materials and could
thus be useful for optical devices with wavelengths in the
ultraviolet region. Synthesis of BeSiN2 and its crystal
structure were reported by Eckerlin et al. in 1967.4,5 The
structural properties and electronic band structures at
the level of density functional theory (DFT) of BeSiN2
and BeGeN2 were reported by Huang et al.
6 and Sha-
poshnikov et al.7. However, DFT in the local density
approximation (LDA) is well known to underestimate
the band gaps for semiconductors. A more accurate
method is needed to predict the electronic properties
of the Be-IV-N2 compounds, which have not yet been
determined experimentally. Here we present a study of
the band structures using the quasiparticle self-consistent
GW method,8 which provides excellent agreement with
experimental band gaps for most tetrahedrally bonded
semiconductors. The goals of this work are to predict
accurate band gaps, valence band fine structure and ef-
fective masses of these materials and to provide and un-
derstanding of the direct or indirect nature of the gaps.
The details of the computational methodology used here
can be found in section II. The structural properties are
given in section III A, and the discussion on stability is
in III B. The electronic band structures are shown in sec-
tion III C, and the effective masses in section III D. We
summarize the main results in section IV.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The structural properties are obtained via the
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) minimiza-
tion method9 using the ABINIT package10 in both
local density approximation(LDA) and generalized-
gradient approximation in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
form(PBE-GGA)11 within the general context of den-
sity functional theory. The BFGS method allows one
to optimize the cell shape and atomic positions simul-
taneously because it makes use of the stress tensor and
hence gradients are available for the total energy with re-
spect to atomic displacements as well as the lattice con-
stants defining the shape and volume of the unit cell. The
interaction between valence electrons and ions are de-
scribed using a pseudopotential. To be more specific, we
used the Hartwigsen-Goedecker-Hutter (HGH)12 pseu-
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2dopotentials in LDA and Fritz-Haber-Institute (FHI)13
pseudopotentials in GGA. The wave functions are ex-
panded in a plane wave (PW) basis set with energy cutoff
of 100 Hartree and a 4× 4× 4 k-point mesh sampling of
the Brillouin zone is used. The forces are relaxed to be
less than 5× 10−5 Hartree/Bohr.
Next, the density functional theory (DFT)14 band
structures are calculated using the full-potential lin-
earized muffin-tin orbital (FP-LMTO) all-electron
method.15–17 This provides a check on the pseudopoten-
tial band structures with a method that does not re-
quire pseudopotentials. In the FP-LMTO calculations,
we used a double-κ basis set where κ denotes the de-
cay length of the spherical wave basis function envelopes,
which are smoothed Hankel functions. These are then
augmented inside the spheres in spherical harmonics up
to l = 4 times radial functions and their energy deriva-
tives corresponding to the actual all-electron potential
inside the spheres. Specifically, spd− sp on Be atom and
spdf − spd on other atoms are included in the basis set.
The Ge-3d were treated as bands using local orbitals.
The Brillouin zone was sampled using a 6×8×8 k-point
mesh.
This DFT band structure is used as the starting point
for the quasiparticle self-consistent (QS)GW method.8,18
The GW method is a many-body perturbation theo-
retical method first introduced by Hedin.19,20 In this
method, the complex and energy dependent self-energy
Σ(ω) describes the dynamic interaction effects beyond
the DFT level self-consistent field. In the GW ap-
proximation it is given in terms of the one-electron
Green’s function G(12) and the screened Coulomb in-
teraction, W (12), as Σ(12) = iG(12)W (1+2), where 1
is a short hand for the position, spin and time of par-
ticle 1 and 1+ indicates a time infinitesimally after t1.
The screened Coulomb interaction is itself obtained from
the Green’s function via P (12) = −iG(12)G(21) and
W = [1 − vP ]−1v, where v is the bare Coulomb inter-
action and W the screened one. All of these equations
are in fact solved after Fourier transformation to k-space
and energy ω and in a basis set of auxiliary Bloch func-
tions, which consists of product functions of muffin-tin
orbitals inside the spheres and interstitial plane waves.
But the above real-space and time notation just provides
the most concise way of stating the method’s approxima-
tions. Details of the basis set implementation in terms of
muffin-tin orbitals are provide in Ref.18
In the QSGW method,18 the energy dependent self-
energy matrix in the basis of the independent electron
Hamiltonian (LDA) eigenstates is replaced by an energy
averaged and Hermitian matrix
Σ˜ij =
1
2
Re{Σij(i) + Σij(j)} (1)
This then replaces the starting LDA (or GGA) exchange-
correlation potential and defines a new independent par-
ticle Hamiltonian H0 whose eigenvalues and eigenstates
provide a new G0 and through the next G0W0 calcula-
tion the next Σ˜. The process is then iterated till the
self-energy Σ˜ is self-consistent at which point the Kohn-
Sham eigenvalues of H0 coincide with the quasiparticle
excitation energies of the many-body theory. Hence the
name quasiparticle self-consistent GW . Note that in the
process the eigenfunctions are recalculated in each step
by rediagonalizing the H0 of that iteration which includes
the Σ˜ instead of the original vxc from the previous step.
The details of the implementation of the QSGW method
and various technical aspects can be found in Ref. 18.
In the present QSGW calculation, the Σ(ω) is calculated
up to ω = 2.5 Ry, and is approximated by a diagonal
average matrix when it is above 2 Ry before calculating
the quasiparticle shifts in the next step. A cut-off of 3.5
Ry is used for the interstitial plane-waves and for the
Coulomb interactions auxiliary basis set. The k-point
mesh over which the GW self-energy is evaluated was
set as 3 × 3 × 3. The Σ is at this point known as a
matrix in the basis of H0 eigenstates ψnk. Expanding
these in the basis set of muffin-tin orbital Bloch func-
tions χRLk, and subsequently each of these into χRLT
by an inverse Bloch sum (or discrete Fourier transform)
the Σ˜RL,R′+TL′ is then obtained in real space up to a
certain range. Here, R denotes the site in the unit cell, L
the angular momentum and other indices needed to spec-
ify the specific basis function centered at this site, and
T the lattice vectors. This can now be converted back
by a direct Bloch sum to the 6 × 8 × 8 k-point set used
for the charge self-consistency iterations of H0 and even-
tually also to the k-points along symmetry lines of the
Brillouin zone for the band structure plots. This effec-
tive interpolation scheme allows us to obtain the bands
at the GW level at any k-point and hence also accurate
effective masses. It is essentially equivalent to a Wannier
function interpolation scheme, except that in the LMTO
approach we do not need to construct Wannier functions
because we already have a relatively short-range atom
centered basis set.
Finally, we note that in the QSGW approximation, the
screening of the Coulomb interactions is usually found to
be underestimated by about 20 %,21,22 resulting in band
gaps being overestimated. This can be corrected by mix-
ing 80% of the Σ˜ with 20 % of the original LDA vLDAxc and
is referred to as the 0.8Σ approximation. We note that
this may sound similar to a hybrid functional but is in
practice quite different because there is no adjustment of
this fraction involved and this represents in effect going
beyond standard GW by including additional diagrams
in the calculation of W which could now in fact be done
explicitly following the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE)
approach,23 but at a much higher cost than the stan-
dard QSGW + 80 % renormalization. In other words,
where the calculations have been done at this beyond
standard GW level, for example using a time dependent
DFT (TDDFT) approach with an exchange correlation
kernel in the screening of W extracted from BSE,24,25
they tend to confirm the 80% renormalization approach
as analyzed in Ref. 22.
3TABLE I. Calculated lattice parameters of Be-IV-N2 com-
pared with experimental values.
Compound method a(A˚) b(A˚) c(A˚) V (A˚3) b/aw c/aw
BeSiN2 LDA 5.67 4.92 4.62 128.9 1.74 1.63
GGA 5.75 4.98 4.68 134.0 1.73 1.63
Expt.a 5.747 4.977 4.674 133.7 1.73 1.63
LDAb 5.697 4.939 4.639 133.7 1.73 1.63
GGA b 5.772 4.999 4.699 135.6 1.73 1.63
BeGeN2 LDA 5.81 5.07 4.77 140.5 1.75 1.64
GGA 5.93 5.17 4.86 149.0 1.74 1.64
LDAb 5.856 5.105 4.803 143.6 1.74 1.64
GGAb 5.972 5.204 4.894 152.1 1.74 1.64
a From Eckerlin5
b From Shaposhnikov et al.7
III. RESULTS
A. Crystal structure
The calculated lattice constants for BeSiN2 and
BeGeN2 in both LDA and GGA are given in Table I.
The space group is Pbn21 and the order of the lattice
constants is chosen so that a > b. The relation of the
lattice constants in the idealized orthorhombic structure
to those in the wurtzite structure is given by a = 2aw,
b =
√
3aw and c = cw. The optimized b/aw ratio indi-
cates how far the structure is from the idealized wurtzite
structure. From the results in Table I we can see that
BeSiN2 is closer to the idealized wurtzite structure than
BeGeN2. The GGA lattice constants are systematically
larger than the LDA ones which is commonly found. We
also compare our relaxed lattice constants with those re-
ported in literature and with the experimental values for
BeSiN2. Good agreement is found. Only the experimen-
tal lattice constants of BeSiN2 are available. In this case,
we can see that GGA lattice constants are more accurate
than LDA ones. Both LDA and GGA produce nearly
the same b/aw and c/aw ratios in both materials studied
here. The crystal structure of BeSiN2 is shown in Fig. 1
and BeGeN2 has a similar structure.
The atomic positions of the atoms in the unit cell are
given in terms of Wyckoff 4a positions in Table II. The
origin is set at the position of the 2-fold screw axis in the
xy = ab plane. We may note that the nitrogen atoms
are sitting nearly on top of the Be and group-IV atoms
which shows that BeSiN2 has its orthorhombic crystal
structure very close to the supercell of wurtzite without
much distortion.
B. Formation energy and stability
We next check the thermodynamic stability. The en-
ergies of formation are calculated from the cohesive en-
ergies as given in Table III which are calculated in the
FIG. 1. Crystal structure of BeSiN2.The small open spheres
represent N atoms, the green and blue larger spheres inside
the nearest neighbor tetrahedrons represent Be and Si respec-
tively.
TABLE II. Wyckoff positions of Be-IV-N2 in the GGA ap-
proximation .
Compound atom x y z
BeSiN2 Be 0.125 0.083 -0.013
Si 0.625 0.086 -0.014
NBe 0.127 0.084 0.365
NSi 0.623 0.080 0.362
BeGeN2 Be 0.125 0.080 -0.013
Ge 0.624 0.091 -0.013
NBe 0.115 0.072 0.351
NGe 0.634 0.091 0.375
GGA approximation by subtracting the atomic energies
from the solid’s total energy. The atomic energies in-
clude the spin-polarization energy. The N2 molecule
was calculated in a large unit cell using the FP-LMTO
method and including additional augmented plane wave
basis functions16 to well represent the region outside the
molecule, which is important to obtain total energies
which are not sensitive to the choice of muffin-tin radii.
The energies of formation of both compounds are neg-
ative, meaning that they are stable relative to the ele-
ments in their respective phases at standard conditions
(room temperature and atmospheric pressure). They are
also found to be stable relative to the competing binary
compounds. The formation energies of the latter were
calculated for the phases already found to be the min-
imum energy structures in the Materials Project26 and
compared with the data in that database in Table III.
They show that the BeSiN2 is stable against the reaction
3BeSiN2 → Be3N2 + Si3Si4 (2)
by 0.136 eV/atom and similarly for the Ge case by 0.176
eV/atom.
C. Energy bands and density of states
The band structures and partial densities of states
(PDOS) in the 0.8Σ QSGW approximation at GGA lat-
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FIG. 2. Band structures and partial densities of states of BeSiN2 and BeGeN2 in the QSGW approximation at the GGA lattice
constants.
tice constants are shown in Fig. 2. The PDOS show
that, as expected, the lowest set of 8 valence bands near
−15 eV are dominated by N-s and the next set of valence
bands (between −9 eV and the VBM set at 0), by N-p or-
bitals. The conduction bands have more cation character
but also N-s and N-p because the cation states are anti-
bonding with the N-orbitals. In the case of BeSiN2, we
see it has even a strong Si-d character. The conduction
band orbital character will be analyzed in more detail in
a k-resolved manner below.
BeGeN2 is found to be a direct band gap semiconduc-
tor while BeSiN2 has an indirect band gap. In BeGeN2,
both the CBM and VBM occur at the Γ point. An in-
direct band gap was previously also found for ZnSiN2,
27
5TABLE III. Cohesive energies and formation energies (in
eV/atom) calculated in the PBE-GGA approximation.
ours MPa
Be 3.44
Si 4.49
Ge 3.39
N 5.17
Be3N2 -1.24 -1.225
Si3N4 -1.04 -1.312
Ge3N4 -0.08 -0.26
BeSiN2 -1.26 -1.412
BeGeN2 -0.74 -0.813
a Material Project26
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FIG. 3. Band structures of BN plotted in Brillouin zone of
wurtzite and orthorhombic structure in the QSGW approxi-
mation.
MgSiN2
28 and CdSiN2
29. However, in those cases, the
CBM is at Γ and the VBM near one of the Brillouin zone
edges. On the other hand, in BeSiN2, the VBM is at
Γ but the CBM is located between the Γ and X points.
In Ref. 7, the CBM for BeSiN2 occurs between Γ and
Y which is simply because of the difference in labeling.
Their Y is actually labeled as X in the present work be-
cause the a and b axes are interchanged. This location
of the CBM is robust and in agreement between LDA,
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FIG. 4. QSGW band structures near CBM projected on the
specified muffin-tin orbital basis functions.
GGA and QSGW calculations. The CBM position is at
2/3 of the Γ−X line irrespective of whether we use the
LDA or GGA lattice constants.
To further investigate the origin of the indirect gap
in BeSiN2, we compare it with the band structure of
wurtzite BN, which is shown in Fig. 3. Note that
wurtzite BN is the most closely related III-N parent com-
pound of the II-IV-N2 compounds considered here be-
cause B is adjacent to Be in the periodic table. We first
show it in the standard wurtzite hexagonal Brillouin zone
and then in the Brillouin zone corresponding to the or-
thorhombic 2×√3× 1 supercell for easier comparison to
the II-IV-N2 materials whose primitive cell corresponds
to this supercell of the underlying wurtzite type lattice.
We can understand these relations in terms of band
folding. The relation between the hexagonal Brillouin
zone and the orthorhombic Brillouin zone is shown in
Fig. 3 of Ref. 30. The wurtzite Γ −M line is folded in
two along the y-direction and becomes the Γ−Y direction
in the orthorhombic structure. The Γ−K is also folded
along the x direction but the pointK lies at 4pi/3aw along
the x direction and the orthorhombic X about which
we fold the bands lies at pi/2aw. So, the wurtzite w-
BN conduction band minimum which occurs at K of the
hexagonal Brillouin zone ends up at 2/3 Γ − X in the
orthorhombic Brillouin zone. This is very close to the
CBM location also in BeSiN2.
The band structure of w-BN in the CB is rather com-
6plex when folded in the orthorhombic zone and is itself
not so well known because w-BN is a rare form of BN.
In its tetrahedrally bonded modification which occur at
high pressure, the zincblende form has lower energy than
the wurtzite. So, we next address the relation between
zincblende and wurtzite BN. First, in z-BN, the CBM
occurs at X of the fcc Brillouin zone and in w-BN it oc-
curs at K of the hexagonal Brillouin zone. Both of these
states are mixtures of s and p-like atomic orbitals and
also have a strong component in the interstitial region,
in particular the large open channel of wurtzite. A simi-
lar situation has recently been pointed out for SiC.31 But
here we are concerned with the states at Γ. Even in z-BN
the p-like Γ15c lies below the s-like Γ1c. In wurtzite, the
Γ15 splits into Γ5 (x, y-like) and Γ1 (z-like) states. So at
Γ in w-BN, the conduction band ordering of states is Γ5,
Γ1, and only the third band is the s-like Γ1. Now after
folding into the orthorhombic BZ, the lowest three con-
duction bands at Γ all arise from the folding of the Γ−K
and Γ −M bands, the next two, a degenerate and non-
degenerate band near about 10-11 eV are derived from
the wurtzite Γ5,Γ1 B-p-like states and the band a little
below 12 eV is the B-s-like state.
Comparing this with BeSiN2, it becomes clear that
here the Γ5,Γ1 derived states lie higher than the s-like
Γ1. This is because the Si-p like states lie at higher energy
than B-p like states. The CBM at Γ is a folded state but
the next band already has a strong s-like character on
both Be and Si. This can be seen in Fig. 4. In this figure
we show the band colored according to their weight on
muffin-tin orbital basis functions of specific angular mo-
mentum character centered on the different atoms. We
recognize the typical strongly dispersing mixed cation s-
like conduction band in both materials, but while this
is the lowest conduction band in BeGeN2, it lies just a
bit higher in the BeSiN2 case above the folded bands
discussed above. Additional colored band structures re-
flecting their other atomic orbital characters are given in
Supplementary Material.32 The CBM has contributions
from Be-p, Si-p antibonding with N-s and N-p. This is
also clear from the PDOS except that the k-resolved anal-
ysis of the orbital character provides more detailed infor-
mation. So, in summary, the reason for the indirect band
structure and the CBM location in the Brillouin zone is
explained by its relation to w-BN parent compound of
which we can view BeSiN2 to be a perturbation. In turn
the w-BN band structure is related to that of z-BN by
band folding effects. The ordering of these bands depends
sensitively on the ordering of atomic s and p-orbitals in
the second row of the periodic table elements Be an B
and the larger splitting of s and p valence orbitals in Ge
than Si.
In BeGeN2, the conduction band has a stronger dis-
persion near its minimum at Γ, while the valence bands
are quite flat. Nonetheless the lowest conduction band
dispersion near its minimum is less pronounced than in
MgGeN2, ZnGeN2 or CdGeN2. This is because the Be-s
states lie less deep on an absolute scale.
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FIG. 5. Band structures near VBM region with symmetry
labeling at Γ.
A zoom-in of the electronic band structure near the
VBM region for BeSiN2 and BeGeN2 is shown in Fig.
5. Here, the energy levels at Γ point are labeled by
their related irreducible representation of point group
C2v. The states a1, a2, b1, b2 correspond to basis function
z, xy, x, y, respectively. These symmetry labels are help-
ful to understand whether the optical transitions from
the valence bands to the conduction band minimum at Γ
point are dipole-allowed or not. In the case of BeGeN2,
the CBM has a1 symmetry, so the dipole-allowed opti-
cal transitions are from a1 valence states when E||c, b1
when E||a, and b2 when E||b, respectively. The crystal
field splitting of the energy levels near the VBM at the
Γ point are given in Table IV. In both cases, the top
three valence bands have a1, b1 and b2 symmetries but
they occur in different order in the two compounds. The
dispersion of this manifold of three bands near the VBM
can be represented by a Kohn-Luttinger type Hamilto-
nian further discussed in the next section.
The typical automated plotting program only connects
the bands according to their band number in terms of in-
7creasing energy does not take into account which bands
are allowed to cross or not. Therefore to obtain the cor-
rect band connectivity a very fine mesh is needed. We
here used about 100 points along each direction. We
can somewhat further inspect which bands cross or have
avoided crossings. For example, for k along the Γ−X di-
rection, the group of k only contains the identity and the
xz mirror plane. Now, b1 and a1 are even with respect
to this mirror plane but b2 is odd. Therefore the band
emanating from b2 can cross the one from b1 but the ones
from b1 and a1 have an avoided crossing because they are
allowed to interact having he same even symmetry. Sim-
ilarly along Γ − Y , the remaining group consists of the
identity and the yz mirror plane. With respect to this
mirror plane a1 and b2 are even but b1 is odd. Therefore
we see that the b2 and a1 band do not cross.
The band gaps of BeSiN2 and BeGeN2 calculated by
DFT and 0.8Σ QSGW at LDA and GGA lattice con-
stants are summarized in Table V. For comparison, the
band gaps in w-BN are 7.09 eV (indirect Γ−K) and 10.76
eV (direct at Γ). For BeGeN2, the change in the gap from
LDA to GGA lattice constants is as expected for tetrahe-
drally bonded materials: larger lattice constants relaxed
in GGA gives rise to smaller band gaps. The change in
gap with respect to the unit cell volume can be quantified
by the deformation potential, av = d Eg/d ln V . The de-
formation potential of BeSiN2 is −2.9 eV from finite dif-
ference calculation, and for BeGeN2 is −9.6 eV. The large
difference between the two reflects the fact that the or-
bital character of the CBM is different in both materials.
In BeGeN2, we see that the smaller lattice volume of LDA
gives rise to a larger gap already at the DFT level and this
is maintained in the QSGW approximation. For BeSiN2,
we give both the lowest indirect gap and the direct gap
at Γ. In this case, surprisingly, the QSGW gaps at the
GGA lattice constants are slightly larger than those at
the LDA lattice constants, even though the lattice con-
stants are larger in GGA. This results from the different
orbital character of the CBM in this material. Appar-
ently the deformation potentials of the indirect CBM and
even the CBM at Γ states are different from the usual
Γ1 (or a1-symmetry) CBM in BeGeN2 or other II-IV-N2
materials.
To compare the band gaps of these materials with re-
lated III-N and other II-IV-N2 semiconductors, it is use-
ful to show them in a band gap versus lattice constant
diagram as shown in in Fig. 6. The lines here are just
guides to the eye and do not include alloy band gap bow-
ing effects. We can see from this plot that these materials
fall somewhere in between w-BN and the other III-N or
II-IV-N2 materials.
The direct band gap of BeGeN2 of 5.03 eV corresponds
to a wave length of the emitted or absorbed light of 246
nm in the UV region. The gap is still somewhat lower
than in AlN (6.3 eV) but still possibly useful to push
LEDs toward deep UV compared with GaN or ZnGeN2.
The gap however is only slightly larger than in MgGeN2,
another direct gap material but occurs at a much smaller
TABLE IV. Energy levels in meV at Γ relative to the VBM
at Γ including their symmetry label.
BeSiN2 BeGeN2
Sym. E Sym. E
a1 0 b1 0
b1 −15.0 b2 −68.0
b2 −55.8 a1 −96.6
b2 −846.3 b2 −1206.9
a2 −908.9 a2 −1311.6
TABLE V. Band gaps (in eV) calculated in the 0.8Σ QSGW
and DFT approximations at the LDA and GGA lattice con-
stants. The second column indicates at which level of theory
the band structure is calculated, the third at which level the
lattice constant is minimized.
BeSiN2 BeGeN2
indirect direct direct
Ref. 6 DFT LDA 5.08 5.7a 5.24b
Ref. 7 DFT LDA 4.95 5.82 3.69
DFT GGA 5.19 5.93 3.37
This work DFT LDA 4.96 5.80 4.12
DFT GGA 5.13 5.95 3.45
GW LDA 6.82 7.74 5.88
GW GGA 6.88 7.77 5.03
a estimated from the band structure figure
b Their lattice constants are smaller than that in this work
lattice constant, so it will be more difficult to integrate
with GaN or ZnGeN2 in heterostructures. The direct
band gap of BeSiN2 of 7.77 eV corresponds to 159 nm and
is even higher than that in AlN but the indirect nature
makes it somewhat less attractive for such applications.
It might still be a useful material for UV detectors.
D. Effective masses
Finally, we determined the effective masses. As men-
tioned in the computational section, these include the
GW corrections to the bands. The CBM and VBM ef-
fective masses are given in Table VI. These correspond to
the actual CBM between X and Γ in BeSiN2 and to the
CBM at Γ in BeGeN2. The effective masses here can be
seen to be significantly larger than in ZnGeN2 or CdGeN2
or even MgGeN2. As already mentioned, this corre-
sponds to the lower dispersion of these bands and the less
deep Be-s atomic energy levels on an absolute scale. The
VBM is nearly degenerate but we give here the masses in
the three Cartesian directions for the three highest VB
states. We can see that for both materials and for each
state, there is one direction with a small mass and two
with a large mass mh > 1.8. The direction of the small
mass is the same in the two materials. In this case of or-
thorhombic crystal structure, the Cartesian axes coincide
8FIG. 6. Band gaps of II-IV-N2 and III-N compounds. The
open and filled symbols represent our calculations and ex-
periment respectively, except for MgSiN2 where the closed
symbol refers to a hybrid functional calculation.33 The circles
represent lowest direct gaps at Γ, the squares indirect gaps.
TABLE VI. Effective mass ( in the unit of free electron mass
me)
BeSiN2 BeGeN2
mcx 0.54 0.44
mcy 0.68 0.54
mcz 0.36 0.33
ma1x 2.59 2.00
ma1y 2.91 2.03
ma1z 0.25 0.22
mb1x 0.37 0.26
mb1y 4.52 2.09
mb1z 2.33 1.89
mb2x 5.77 2.15
mb2y 0.33 0.27
mb2z 2.54 1.88
TABLE VII. Parameters of effective Hamiltonian : inverse
mass (~2/me)
BeSiN2 BeGeN2
A1 -4.00 -4.55
A2 3.59 4.01
A3 0.02 -0.001
B1 -0.36 -0.50
B2 -1.17 -1.63
B3 -0.07 0.04
C1 -0.02 -0.004
C2 0.12 -0.03
C3 1.33 1.65
with crystal axes, i.e., x = a, y = b, z = c. The effective
masses decrease from BeSiN2 to BeGeN2, which is consis-
tent with the trend found in other II-IV-N2 compounds.
The three upper valence bands can be best described by a
Luttinger-like effective Hamiltonian.27 The inverse mass
parameters in such a Hamiltonian for the three top va-
lence bands in BeSiN2 and BeGeN2 are derived from the
masses given in Table VI and given in Table VII.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we considered the Be-IV-N2 compounds,
BeSiN2 and BeGeN2, of which only the former has been
synthesized in the past. This study should be viewed
in the context of the until now underexplored broader
family of II-IV-N2 semiconductors. We determined their
optimized lattice parameters and internal structural pa-
rameters and found them to be in good agreement with
previous DFT calculations and the limited available ex-
perimental data. Their band structures were determined
with the accurate and predictive QSGW method and in-
dicate these materials have gaps in the deep UV. The
indirect nature of the band gap of BeSiN2 is confirmed
at the QSGW level. Effective masses were determined
as well as band gap deformation potentials and details of
the valence band splittings, which are necessary for future
exploitation of these materials in heterostructure devices.
In a band gap versus lattice constant plot, they fall in a
quite well separated area from the other III-N or II-IV-N2
semiconductors, with a lattice volume closer to those of
the ultra wide band gap and extremely hard materials,
diamond and tetrahedrally bonded cubic and wurtzite
BN. We discussed the relation of their band structure to
that of wurtzite BN in terms of band folding, which helps
to explain the indirect nature of the gap of BeSiN2 ad the
location of its CBM at 2/3 Γ−X.
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